RACRMC Newsletter No2
News from around the Club Championships
Historic Asphalt Rally Championship
Bovington Stages
With the unfortunate postponement of the Bovington Stages due to the recent snow that
covered the whole country, I would like to remind members and contenders that the revised
date for the event to run is the 11th and 12th August.
Salamandra Rally
The next round of the Championship the Salamandra Rally, regulations have just been
published and the link to the web site is:
https://www.salamandre-rally.be/en/rallye-salamandre/
If you are intending to compete please get your entry into the event as soon as possible.
Mini Epynt
Round 3’s Event Regulations are currently being written and should be available shortly.

MSA British Historic Rally Championship
Rally North Wales
A strong entry of historic cars have entered the event, as a Championship we are looking
forward to signing on a major proportion of the entry into the Championship for the coming
year.
Registration received so far in 2018 have already surpassed the final yearend figures for
2017.
Please come and see Colin in the Championship tent for your decals and Nicola at
documentation to sign on for the Championship.

Pirelli International Rally Historic Section
Entries for the event to run on Saturday 28th April are coming in well.
The event is once again running all 2-wheel drive cars first on the road on this single use
forest event.
ATL Carlisle Stages
Round 3’s event regulations are currently being written and will be available in mid-April.
The event is being split over Friday 8th June with 3 stages and 21 miles. Then 3 stages on
Saturday 9th June aligned with the BTRDA event which will offer another 23 miles over 3
different stages with less than 5 miles being reused from the previous day.
The event will be 44 stage miles for an entry fee of £585
For those crews who wish to make a full day of rallying on the Saturday after the 2 Wheeled
Drive event has finished and wish to continue for the afternoon run through the forests then
they can enter the NatB20 event for another two stages with 20 miles for the reduced entry
fee of £199 giving a total mileage over both events of 64 miles.

Rally 2 Challenge
The Championship is running in line with the forest events of the MSA British Historic Rally
Championship and registrations have started to come in as can be seen on the Pirelli
unseeded entry list.
https://www.rallies.info/webentry/2018/pirelli/entries.php?type=u&combined=1

MSA News
I would like to take this opportunity in congratulating Nicola Heppenstall in obtaining her
National A Stage Rally Clerk of Course licence, the only women on the MSA list which was
issued to her this week, well done!!

Colin Heppenstall
15 March 2018

